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MR. SOKOLSKY My name is David Sokolsky and

Im an interviewer with the Holocaust Media Project and with

me is another interviewer Jim Miller and we are interviewing

Mrs. Hella Levi of Daly City and who originally was from

Frankfurt Germany. Todays date is March 23 1985.

Why dont we begin Mrs. Levi with you telling us

what it was like to grow up in the Jewish community in

Frankfurt before 1933.

10 MRS. LEVI Well was born 1912 in Frankfurt

11 and grew up in Frankfurt and lived all my life in

12 Frankfurt until 1939 when left Germany.

13 Frankfurt had very beautiful Jewish community

14 which was orthodox conservative reform everything was

15 really there and quite large community and we had

16 beautiful synagogues. And it was fairly comfortable life we

17 lived and we did not have much of any problems feeling

18 discrimination against us.

19 As far as Im concerned went to Jewish school all

20 the tenure of my young life so wouldnt know firsthand but

21 think most all of the young people were integrated pretty



much. In 19 you could feel before 1933 already you could

feel things coming on because when you went to the country

you already saw banners going through little towns

youdenyou-novinched. And that was the first sign of

what Hitler had in mind and what usually was going on.

And lots of these places you could not go into small

cafes or so anymore if you were Jewish. But if you didnt say

so you could go but you would not of course you would not

do that. Then

10 MR. SOKOLSKY What percentage of the Frankfurt

11 population was Jewish

12 MRS. LEVI Well percentage dont know

13 exactly now but we were about 75000 Jews. It was pretty

14 large comriunity.

15 In 1933 when Hitler came into power of course it

16 was purged very much so. The lots of Jewish places had

17 swastikas painted already at that time on businesses and on

18 houses.

19 Children had very much of problem starting already

20 then going into public schools and schools other than Jewish

21 schools. think most of the children moved were moved over



to the Jewish schools then and it got gradually of course it

got worse and until it built up

T7e had as community like we going swimming we

had assigned our own swimming place on river main where only

Jews could go bath. And so we were pretty much isolated

already then and then of course building up to the

Kristallnacht.

And this is very vividly in my mind because got

married 1937 and where we lived my husband and was right

10 behind of one of the synagogues and the night before the

11 Kristallnacht we saw people walking around. There was little

12 pales strewing things all around there. We did of course we

13 didnt know what was going on.

14 They had flashlights but we heard it and we we

15 saw them but we didnt know what it was. So think the

16 whole thing at the same time at the same moment by the

17 clock everything was lit and went up into flames including

18 of course that synagogue where we lived and all the other

19 synagogues too.

20 And then the next day they started breaking into the

21 houses throwing out pillows. They slit open the pillow cases



and the feathers flew and they threw all things out of the

windows onto the floor furniture and all kinds of things.

MR. SOKOLSKY Was this police or just people

MRS. LEVI No this was socalled people

uproar but it was very very organized.

MR. SOKOLSKY And was there any Jewish

resistance

MRS. LEVI Not that know of. Everybody was

afraid. There were masses of course and we were not

10 concentrated. Jewish population was not living concentrated

11 in any place. It was all over the city. But they knew

12 exactly where Jewish people were living for some reason. Or

13 most of them not all of them but.

14 And of course the most damage was done in the

15 business community but it also went into houses and we at

16 yeah

17 MR. MILLER Excuse me. Were there meetings

18 then people of the Jewish community meeting after this

19 MRS. LEVI No.

20 MR. MILLER to determine what could be done

21 MRS. LEVI No.



MR. MILLER or what the future held

MRS. LEVI We did absolutely get no

information from anything because everything happened very

fast.

MR. MILLER No Im saying afterwards. How

what the relation was

MRS. LEVI Well there was not as said

this was one day that was the that was that day and the very

next day we knew and heard already from all over that Jewish

10 men were taken away from their places you know where they

11 lived.

12 And as it happened this all happened that you

13 could not even get in contact with anybody because everything

14 happened so fast by the time the day was over and the

15 synagogues started burning while the next day we went to my

16 parents who lived of course also there. And while we were

17 at my parents house the Gestapo came and was looking for my

18 father. And since my husband was there also of course they

19 caught him too.

20 Now my parents lived on the third floor of one of

21 those apartment houses. My mother was downstairs. dont



remember anymore what she was doing emptying garbage or

whatever and when they came to get these two men said

Well can please call my mother and they said No. but

went outside anyway and called downstairs the stairway to

call my mother because didnt want my father to be taken

away without my mother being there and they hit me with their

stick. They hit me over the shoulder and but my mother had

heard me and she came upstairs.

So they took my father and my husband at the same

10 time. And afterwards my shoulder swelled up something awful

11 you know they had hit me right here on the shoulder bone and

12 my mother took me to doctor. Not Jewish doctor regular

13 doctor because at that time you couldnt choose. You had at

14 your district certain doctors. Most of the Jewish doctors

15 were taken anyway also.

16 MR. SOKOLSKY Taken away

17 MRS. LEVI Sure. So the doctor treated me

18 gave me salve or so and he said he felt very sorry that

19 things like this happened he said. But he said Well this

20 is you know overzealousness of some of the people and young

21 people and you know how they are. So what could you do



Nothing of course.

So after that no we had no meetings of any sort.

We had we had no advice what we could do. All we knew that

where the men were taken. That we were informed too and my

husband and father were taken to 3uchenwald. cant remember

anymore who informed us but we did get that information that

they were taken to Buchenwald.

And many days after that you heard you know next

neighbors or whatever all of sudden you heard people crying

10 and loud crying because somebody had knocked on the door and

11 told them that their husband had been killed escaping. That

12 was always the reason given He tried to escape.

13 MR. SOKOLSKY Kristallnacht was in 1938

14 MRS. LEVI Thirty

15 MR. MILLER 38 was the year.

16 MRS. LEVI 38 yeah.

17 MR. SOKOLSKY Did you attend synagogue from

18 1933 to 1938

19 MRS. LEVI Yes. Yes.

20 MR. SOKOLSKY During those years during the

21 rabbis sermon or afterwards was there any discussions about



what todo-

MRS. LEVI No.

MR. SOKOLSKY with the Nazis

MRS. LEVI No. No. There was absol

everybody always felt for some reason or other the German

Jews were very pro German very national nationalistic all

of us. mean for some reason or other Germany first and

Jewish afterwards. We were very pro German. Thats the way

we grew up.

10 mean for hundreds of years our families had had

11 been there. The men had been in the wars and it was we felt

12 that this was one passing fancy. It couldnt be that this

13 all of sudden just because you were Jewish that you didnt

14 come to be German anymore. It was impossible. It was as if

15 would tell you now they are going to tell you you are not an

16 American. We just could not understand it and of course

17 the older generation even less than the younger generation.

18 Because as say this was for generations people had lived

19 there.

20 So then we got gradually we got once in while

21 little note from Buchenwald from my father as well from my



10

husband all preprinted with only few notes what they

wanted. They wanted shirt or something like this or an

undershIrt or whatever and we found afterwards out that they

never got these things anyway. But they wrote for them and

we made package and we mailed it to them.

MR. SOKOLSKY It was in their handwriting

MRS. LEVI It was in their that was in their

handwriting so we knew they were alive.

MR. SOKOLSKY So you knew they were alive.

10 MRS. LEVI Thats the only thing we knew. And

11 so this went on until there was no not even an intention

12 for us to see if we could get out of the country because we

13 felt it was only passing thing.

14 And only then gradually we found out by other

15 people getting affidavits and other people going to South

16 American consulates and things like this that people are

17 trying to get out of Germany. And so we started trying that

18 too but unfortunately we did get an affidavit right away

19 for the United States my husband and but the they had

20 quota numbers and it was almost impossible to wait. It would

21 have been at least two years.
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Anyway my father came home after five weeks

without doing anything because he had the Iron Cross from the

war and he was over 50. So all these men were dismissed

automatically. But when my father came home we knew what was

going on because my father who was very good looking man

with beautiful white hair came home of course bald shaved.

Every man was shaved. That we found out when they came home.

MR. SOKOLSKY When you say came home you mean

MRS. LEVI From the concen

10 MR. SOKOLSKY after the war

11 MRS. LEVI No no no from the concentration

12 camp.

13 MR. SOKOLSKY Oh.

14 MRS. LEVI They dismissed him from the

15 concentration camp without doing anything whatsoever.

16 MR. MILLER This was after period of maybe

17 week or two

18 MRS. LEVI Five weeks.

19 MR. SOKOLSKY Five weeks.

20 R. MILLER Oh.

21 MRS. LEVI Five weeks. And
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MR. SOKOLSKY But your husband was still

there

MRS. LEVI My husband was still there.

And he looked he looked like like vagabond

like bumb. And he said he would have never lived to be if

my husband wouldnt have been with him to

MR. SOKOLSKY So that he was able to stay with

him

MRS. LEVI to yeah. Seemingly yes he

10 must have stayed with him. He did not want to talk about

11 anything about the concentration.

12 MR. SOKOLSKY Your father

13 MRS. LEVI My father. No. No way did he want.

to talk about because what we found afterwards we found out

15 that they were told if they ever talk about it they would go

16 right back to concentration camp and they were so afraid that

17 this would happen that they wouldnt.

18 MR. SOKOLSKY Did you have to wear yellow

19 Jewish star

20 MRS. LEVI Yeah.

21 MR. SOKOLSKY fl your clothing
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MRS. LEVI Yes. We then we this happened

all after the Kristallnacht. After the men were taken these

stars our passports were taken away and Judh was printed

into them the word Judah and we we had to wear star.

And we all had rations at that time because that

was already Germany was not in very good shape. This is why

people were so much for Hitler because he did an awful lot

for unemployment and everything. Everybody got job. But

there were lots of rations a1rec1y then and of course the

10 Jewish people got less rations than well we made due.

11 mean this was not the worst thing.

12 MR. SOKOLSKY How did you go about wearing the

13 Jewish badge What did you have to sew it on to your

14 clothing everyday

15 MRS. LEVI Yeah.

16 MR. SOKOLSKY or

17 MRS. LEVI No.

18 MR. SOKOLSKY pin it on

19 MRS. LEVI Well you didnt have that much of

20 clothing anymore at that time. You sew it usually on your

21 coat.
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MR. SOKOLSKY On your coat.

MRS. LEVI You did wear your coat and you had

it on there. And you wear your in Germany especially in

Frankfurt only if it was hot hot summer night you would

you would wear coat all the time.

MR. SOKOLSKY But if you went into store or

something or restaurant and you took your coat off

MRS. LEVI Well in the restaurants you could

not go anymore. Restaurants you did not go anymore. You did

10 not you did go into the stores where you had to buy. You

11 didnt go into restaurants you didnt go into movies anymore

12 things like this you didnt. mean you just stayed home with

13 your family and friends. There wa.s no way of of going out

14 anymore at that time.

15 MR. MILLER Was there talk of trying to resist

16 these

17 MRS. LEVI No.

18 MR. MILLER laws

19 MRS. LEVI No. There was

20 MR. MILLER No talk whatsoever

21 MRS. LEVI There was no not ever. The only
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talk was getting out of Germany.

MR. MILLER Just to leave.

MRS. LEVI Yeah. And the trouble was then

only after my father was dismissed found out that my

husband would not be dismissed unless we could leave Germany.

In order to get him out of concentration camp you had to get

we would have to get out of Germany. He would have to get out

of Germany that was the condition otherwise he would be just

kept.

10 And at that time of course America was out. As

11 said they had quota numbers. South America didnt take

12 anybody anymore because people who were smarter than we had

13 already applied and gotten visas or whatever. cant

14 remember anymore what you needed but you had to go to the

15 consulates to the South American consulates and they

16 wouldnt take any applications anymnre.

17 The only thing left was Shangai. For Shanghai all

18 you needed was ticket for boat and you could go into

19 Shanghai. There was no reason or nothing.

20 MR. SOKOLSKY Where did you get the boat

21 MRS. LEVI Well the boat tickets were made
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available for some reason or other. There was an

organization at that time the like they joined now and

they had tickets available so-and--so many tickets mostly

Italian ships. They left from Italy. dont know if other

people the ones know all came by Italian ships.

Ships.

And if you could buy these tickets and you could

get ticket for that then you could leave. So was

fortunate enough that could get ticket for him.

10 MR. SOKOLSKY Your father

11 MRS. LEVI No.

12 MR. SOKOLSKY Or your husband

13 MRS. LEVI For my husband. My father would

14 not want to leave Germany. He did not believe that this was

15 permanent thing. Even though my husband wouldnt be

16 dismissed he wouldnt believe it. He just did not believe

17 it. My parents never wanted to go.

18 So got the tickets through -- was very

19 fortunate had friend who was in this particular joint

20 which did the dealing out of the tickets. submitted it to

21 the Gestapo which was always you know when you have to go
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to these places and you go always with the feeling you never

know if you come out of them or not and submitted it and

they told me that would hear. And it was two three weeks

later my husband was dismissed and came home.

And now we had one ticket and he refused to go. He

said hes not going to go if cant go with him because hes

not going to leave me in Germany. So as fate has it and my

life has been lot was going mean believe lot in

fate that things has happened. Well one mans wife died and

10 could get her ticket so we had two tickets to go to

11 Shanghai and in April 1939 we did go to Shanghai. We left

12 for Shanghai.

13 left my parents and we who didnt want to go and

14 my husbands parents were sitting on their lift all packed and

15 ready to go with one of their daughters all the other

16 children had been already had gone already to Israel and

17 they were sitting on their lift and were taken to

1. concentration camp and never came out anymore including the

19 daughter. And my hus my parents also after we had left.

20 That was 1942. We found that out only of course much much

21 later. We left for Shanghai and lived nine years in Shanghai.
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MR. SOKOLSKY How did you get to the boat

Did you take train

MRS. LEVI Yeah. We took the train to Genoa

to Geneva and from no that wouldnt be Geneva. Genoa and

Geneva. Same thing Is that

MR. SOXOLSKY No. Genoa is Italy.

MRS. LEVI Yeah Italy.

MR. SOKOLSKY Italy. Genoa yeah.

MRS. LEVI Yeah has to be. harbor.

10 MR. MILLER There was no problem crossing the

11 border

12 MRS. LEVI No but when we came to the border

13 for some reason or other they were looking for it was

14 funny incident which has really nothing to do with whatever

15 was looking for something or other. And they had me they

16 took me with woman to one of the toilets and had me

17 completely undress including my shoes. Looked underneath my

18 soles. dont know what they were looking for.

19 And we had two boot plaques to clean shoes we had

20 this in tubes and they thought we had put something in those

21 tubes. Anyway they opened these tubes and they put all that
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stuff out and on piece of paper in order to find whatever

they were looking for.

Up to now we still dont know what happened but we

came out all right. We could of course take nothing along

but just our two big suitcases with our clothes.

lIR. SOKOLSKY Were you restricted as to how

much money you could take

MRS. LEVI Yeah four dollars each.

MR. SOKOLSKY Four dollars.

10 MRS. LEVI That was all the money.

11 MR. MILLER Well the money was in marks

12 MRS. LEVI In no. We could get that in

13 dollars.

14 MR. MILLER In dollars

15 MRS. LEVI Yeah. Could get four American

16 dollars each. That was our which dollar and half

17 already went when we had to stay overnight in Genoa because

18 the ship didnt leave. And lots of people slept on the ground

19 somewhere because they didnt want to spend that one dollar

20 and half but we didnt we stayed at hotel.

21 Sowhen
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MR. MILLER So essentially you could only take

personal clothing and that sort of thing

MRS. LEVI Already long before that jewelry

was taken. You had to deliver all your jewelry already before

that. That was airead 1937 think.

MR. SOKOLSKY Was that in what is known as an

action or the notice was distributed informing Jews

MRS. LEVI Yeah.

MR. SOKOLSKY to come to certain place to

10 MRS. LEVI Thats right to come and submit

11 your jewelry. They gave you for your gold watches they gave

12 you like chrome watches and for your rings they give you

13 nothing. But watches they give you chrome watch so you

14 had watch. But rings and diamonds and all this stuff you

15 had to submit.

16 And we were so scared at least would say 90

17 percent of us. Im sure there were some people who dared to

18 take things but we were so scared that we turned everything

19 over we had. Because life was much more important at that

20 time than anything else would have been.

21 MR. SOKOLSKY Maybe we could just spend
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minute or two talking about one of these actions. For

example note was how were you informed Was it on

notices posted

MRS. LEVI They were on the post office. They

always had everything. You had to watch. You had to go to

the post office. There were always notes posted whatever you

had to do. The men had to do this and the women had to do

that and you have to do this and you have to come there.

And there were also districts. District. Because

10 dont forget theyre already preparing for war. All this was

11 already organized for war also. All these things were

12 district already. There was warden for every district.

13 MR. SOKOLSKY How much time for example were

14 you given before you had to submit your jewelry was it like

15 oneday notice or week or

16 MRS. LEVI Yeah. Well you couldnt probably

17 dont know anymore how it was organized but they did it

18 probably by district assume because they probably didnt

19 have all the personnel to do it.

20 But only remember that you had to come to

21 certain dont even know now where it was anymore. There
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was certain place.

MR. SOKOLSKY Was it inside building or was

it out in the

MRS. LEVI Inside building. No no

MR. SOKOLSKY Inside.

MRS. LEVI inside building and you had

to submit it and then they give you even receipt for it.

MR. SOKOLSKY Yes.

MRS. LEVI They were very prompt where this

10 was concerned the Germans. Give you receipt.

11 MR. SOKOLSKY Was there like line of people

12 waiting.

13 MRS. LEVI Yes. Oh yes of course.

14 MR. SOKOLSKY What was the discussions like in

15 line

16 MRS. LEVI None.

17 MR. SOKOLSKY You didnt talk to each other

18 MRS. LEVI No discussion.

19 MR. MILLER And what was the reason given for

20 this action

21 MRS. LEVI That was for they needed this for
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war purposes to build up their their whatever they needed

weapons and things like this. You know gold and silver and

everything that was to build up weaponry and buy weaponry

and you were very of course then we knew already that it

was taken from us and not from the others. We heard that.

You see where we lived in the house we were the

only Jewish people my husband and in this particular

house. And people there of course they didnt dare to say

against anything not against Hitler anything they knew lot

10 what was going on. Not that the concentration camps. Im not

11 so sure if they really knew about that.

12 Ive found out afterwards that lot of them they

13 knew they came they thought they were work camps where

14 people were taken to work in and the women were by far worse

15 than the men. mean they went when the men were taken by

16 the train they were all taken by train and when my

17 husband left was notified and went there. And saw these

18 women you know shouting at them Jew and somebody theyd

19 never seen in their life and who had never done anything to

20 them. They were hysterical about it.

21 So after that nobody ever went anymore. If you saw
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that once you just couldnt couldnt make it. You just

could it was something that was you would never ever forget

again. And the same as when my before my husband came home.

They didnt tell me when he was coming home. Th Eald only

in about three weeks and then you are sitting for one night.

And they always came home by night. Never in daytime. Always

at night.

MR. SOKOLSKY Why was that

MRS. LEVI dont know. But they were always

10 dismissed so they came home at night around midnight or

11 something like this.

12 MR. SOROLSKY Oh that ii E.

13 MRS. LEVI So you were sitting and waiting

14 hoping that tonight is the night and then he didnt come and

15 then you waited another night and you never knew. There was

16 nothing for sure.

17 They never told you hes coming home today or

18 tomorrow or whatever. They kept you in suspense all the time.

19 mean they were cool but as cool as you possibly can be.

20 They they these Gestapo people really enjoyed

21 their work dirty work they did. There was no doubt about
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that.

MR. SOKOLSKY What was some of the other items

that were confiscated during the actions Were the furs

MRS. LEVI Our furs. Mainly but mainly

silver and gold.

MR. SOKOLSKY And

MRS. LEVI Like we were allowed we had

some crystal things and when we left you could pack if you

had big enough trunk or whatever you could take that along.

10 They didnt take that away from you.

11 But what happened also You had it packed and you

12 had it packed very well and then they opened it to inspect

13 that you didnt take anything wrong along and by that time

14 then when you could close it again it didnt give you enough

15 time to rewrap it again. So when we arrived in Shanghai all

16 that stuff was broken.

17 MR. SOKOLSKI Did any people that you know of

18 rather than give the Gestapo their jewelry

19 MRS. LEVI Yes.

20 MR. SOKOLSKY -- they would throw it away

21 MRS. LEVI Yes. Yes.
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MR. SOKOLSKY or

MRS. LEVI No. As say Im sure there were

some because know some who took chance and

MR. SOKOLSKY And kept it

MRS. LEVI kept it yeah. mean they

didnt keep it openly. As far as know there were some

people they opened the top of their suitcase you know the

handle and they put it in there and sewed it closed again

things like this.

10 mean they doublebuttoned suitcases they were

11 found out pretty fast. Its the same as it is here with

12 smuggling something in so. And these people if they found

13 you that was the end of you. You never you were never heard

14 of. That was the end of course.

15 So you want to know about Shanghai too You

16 probably have heard from other people about Shanghai lot.

17 MR. SOKOLSKY No. Why dont you venture

18 MRS. LEVI Well when we arrived when

19 MR. MILLER First of all how long was the

20 cruise How long did it take you to get there

21 MRS. LEVI It took us four full weeks.
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MR. MILLER Four weeks.

MRS. LEVI Yeah it wasnt

MR. MILLER And what were the circumstances

like on the ship How were the conditions

MRS. LEVI Well no the condition on the snip

were fine. It was regular private it was not troop

transport. It was regular boat.

MR. SOKOLSKY Were the passenqers all Jewish

MRS. LEVI Passengers were all Jewish and you

10 were put whatever first class second class it didnt make

11 any difference.

12 The food was reasonable food. dont know how they

13 did with people who were orthodox. have no idea because

14 then it wasnt orthodox but guess they made do whatever.

15 And we made trip around the world actually because we went

16 to all these countries Hong Kong Suez Canal India.

17 No they were not all Jewish. Come to think of it

18 there were some other passengers because there was couple

19 with two children non Jewish who got off in Bombay.

20 remember now. So there must have been some nonJewish people

21 on the boat too. But it it was it could have been
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pleasant trip if you wouldnt have been so upset and nervous

of course.

MR. SOKOLSKY Yeah. What were people talking

about on the ship That youre

MRS. LEVI Well at that time we talked about

MR. SOKOLSKY nervous about going

MRS. LEVI Yeah worrying about the ones we

had left behind. And most of them had at least would say

99 percent had somebody left behind and people even in

10 concentration camps yet. Sure you were worried about.

11 Thats why you had it was would have been

12 beautiful trip if but we had nothing out of it. Absolutely

13 nothing. And people Jewish communities like in Bombay they

14 came to the ship and brought clothes and things like this.

15 Now we left all with fairly good stuff. mean we

16 were all upper middle class middle class at least and

17 dont know who ever got these clothes stuff like this but

18 there must have been people on the boat guess who needed

19 it. really dont know.

20 But the ones who traveled with us and the ones who

21 got we got acquainted with several are pretty mean in
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pretty good shape. Of course you had nothing to take along

no money.

MR. SOKOLSKY Yeah. You said this was in

April

MRS. LEVI That was in April. On Pesach we

were on the we went through the Red Sea.

MR. MILLER Really That was

MRS. LEVI It was very

MR. MILLER must have been exciting.

10 MRS. LEVI Yeah it was exciting really. Of

11 course there was no there was no Pesach. We could not

12 we had nothing --

13 MR. MILLER No matza.

14 MRS. LEVI to keep Pesach. No. There

15 was no provision for that.

16 MR. MILLER So there was no seder

17 MRS. LEVI 50 there was no seder. No we

18 had nothing of that.

19 And then while we were going the war broke out

20 between Germany and Poland in that

21 MR. MILLER That was in what September
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MR. SOKOLSKY September.

MRS. LEVI Yeah. Well mean they were they

were starting. No we left in April.

MR. SOIcOLSKY Yeah.

MRS. LEVI We arrived in April. We left in

March.

MR. SOKOLSKY Well what was the Jewish

community like in Shanghai

MRS. LEVI Well Shanghai was at that time

10 already under Japanese occupation and the district where

11 they took us was completely bombed out. And when we arrived

12 with the ship we were loaded onto truck standing up and

13 when we when we drove through these places you know all

14 bombedout houses and everything coming to place like this

15 it was just horrible of course.

16 And where we stayed these were all schools which

17 were built up by people who came already previously and they

18 were built up and we were in its so-called it was

19 socalled camp. The schools we were think in the biggest

20 camp we were about 600 people and there were smaller ones.

21 There were most of the people lived about 10 to 12
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in one room couple. Ten to twelve couples in one room.

These were all iron beds bunkbeds and the men slept upstairs

and men downstairs. There was no privacy. All the privacy

they had was sheet around their beds. This was all the

privacy there was there.

Cooking was on Chinese on charcoal stoves but we

were kept alive lets say it this way by the American joint

because they supplied us with food. The food wasnt good but

mean it was enough to survive on.

10 And we built up really for some reason or other we

11 built up our own community and people starting having little

12 stores where they sold to others and you worked for the joint

13 and you got very small amount of money for it. You worked.

14 Even my husband was mechanic and he worked for

15 them. He repaired these beds and repaired all kinds of

16 things and other things and started working. And my

17 profession is kindergarten teacher was in Germany already

18 and Mr. Kro-more was highly Jew and erected beautiful

19 children home in Shanghai and kindergarten really beautiful

20 all modern faci1itiesand was for while was in charge

21 of it. First worked for it and then was in charge of it
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until it was given up after while but it was there for many

years.

We were as said we survived. The food was

MR. SOKOLSKY Did you stay in these rooms

where you described all these people for the whole time you

were in Shanghai

MRS. LEVI Most of the people had to.

MR. SOKOLSKY Yeah.

MRS. LEVI We were lucky because my husband

10 as said my husband was mechanic. He worked for the

11 joint and he found room which was originally kind of

12 dontt know like closet or whatever it was. It was just

13 about as big as this square here is but it you could close

14 the door behind you.

15 And he found an iron bed which he put in it and so

16 we had our own private room which was one of the biggest

17 privileges there was of course. Well you can imagine.

18 There was running water and we our particular camp

19 also had toilets which most of the time didnt work so

20 because Shanghai had no canalization as such. The Chinese had

21 no canalization. They had these what do you call them big
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basins which were picked up everyday and emptied and most of

the other places had the same thing like you have like you

had in the country you know because

MR. SOKOLSKY Yeah.

MRS. LEVI you couldnt drink any water.

The water had to be boiled. You couldnt drink any eat any

salad anything like this. And of course people died by the

hundreds from malnutrition as well as from cholera typhoid

dysenteria and

10 MR. SOKOLSKY Did you interract with the

11 Chinese people

12 MRS. LEVI little. We interracted in as far

13 as we had to go and buy something once in while and the

14 Chinese very fast learned pidgeon English while we most of

15 us never learned to talk Chinese.

16 MR. SOKOLSKY Well were you restricted to

17 this camp

18 MRS. LEVI Yeah we were

19 MR. SOKOLSKY or just to

20 MRS. LEVI No not to this camp but to the

21 area inHong Kong. Hong Kong was an area. Now it was under
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Japanese occupation and they had they had soldiers standing

out. You could not leave this particular area.

And there was Japanese guy Gol--yar. He called

himself the God of the Jews and he was little tiny little

guy and he was he was just terrible. mean you could you

could not leave you couldnt do anything you were restricted

with everything. We just made the most out of it.

We built our own community. We had our own

synagogue. mean not built we kept our own synagogue. We

10 had our own everything like community and it worked fine.

11 We had watch watch people who watched the camps and we had

12 people working as said like my husband did and little by

13 little they built up little community.

14 There were little cafe houses and people who had

15 bakery before they started baking if they could and they

16 sold secondhand things and mean it was community. It was

17 workable community.

18 MR. MILLER Did you know while you were

19 there how long you would be there

20 MRS. LEVI No.

21 MR. MILLER What were your thoughts about the
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future

MRS. LEVI We knew nothing. The only thing we

knew that we were alive. And of course as said people

died. And its frightening of course when you look. But

nevertheless people were born babies were born they grew

up and they were beautiful. And my husband and we felt it

wasnt the right time to have children in China because we

had nothing not enough to eat ourselves.

But the children grew up pretty healthy. And of

10 course the children had special food anyway. The best food

11 went to the children which was wasnt more than fair. And

12 the cooking lots of our children they lived on potatoes and

13 carrots for many many days in row. Thats all we could give

14 them. But its amazing what human body can stand without

15 without really havin tco much damage done unless you get

16 sick.

17 MR. SOKOLSKY You were all permitted to take

18 out from Germany the prayerbooks and tallises

19 MRS. LEVI Yes that was this you could take

20 yeah. And there were taken lot of it was taken because

21 there was there was all the services you could have. And we
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had most of amp each camp had its own services you

know in it. And we had in school we had very an

excellent school high school and grade school.

MR SOKOLSKY What do you remember about

hearing that the war was over

MRS. LEVI Well the during the war we loved

it when the merican bombers came over in the beginning

because they came always at the same time and we stood out

and watched the B12s come over.

10 But at one time they either they made mistake or

11 they were looking for something and bombs fell in our

12 community and killed quite few people in our community and

13 ever since of course nobody was happy anymore. remember

14 very well when the war was over.

15 MR. SOKOLSKY Well the war in Europe or the

16 war in Japan

17 MRS. LEVI The war the war in well no

18 first of all letts see it was the war in Europe.

19 MR. SOKOLSKY Yeah. That was over in May.

20 MRS. LEVI Yeah. That was over in May and in

21
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MR. SOKOLSKY And the other one was over in

August.

MRS. LEVI In August. And only remember we

were right in our room and we were asleep and all of sudden

people had radios and listened to overseas. Some of them had

radios and

MR. SOKOLSKY So you were able to sort of

follow the progression of course through the war

MRS. LEVI Yeah.

10 MR. SOKOLSKY by the radio.

11 MRS. LEVI Oh yes. We had

12 MR. SOKOLSKY That was permitted.

13 MRS. LEVI We had our own little newspaper.

14 We could do what we wanted in our community. Inside there was

15 no restriction whatever where that was concerned. It was no

16 nothing kept from us in any way.

17 And we heard afterwards also donut know if

18 this is really think it is true that the Japanese

19 emperor wouldnt allow Hitler to because he wanted to put us

20 in gas chambers too but that Japanese emperor did not allow

21 that. He would not go along with that. So maybe he saved our
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lives.

But remember we were already in bed and all of

sudden we heard loud noise outside. Everybody the war is

over the war is over and that was it. And then of course

it got better. We got GI rations then our food got better

and it helped. That helped lot after that.

Then of course people starting to get affidavits

from not only did we get affidavits but also the people

who didnt have an affidavit we got mass affidavits and they

10 were they could go either to Israel or to United States and

11 gradually everybody left or to South America.

12 MR. SOKOLSKY When did you hook up with your

13 father When did your father leave Germany

14 MRS. LEVI My parents never left Germany.

15 MR. SOKOLSKY Oh they did not leave Germany.

16 MRS. LEVI No. They perisheL In 1942 they

17 were deported. when when the war was over wrote to

18 Irol--son where the all the papers are kept.

19 And this is the most amazing thing about the

20 Germans they had there were thats what broke their necks

21 because they had all these daula. They were all there.
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They showed exactly what happened and they had the depart

they had the deporting date and everything on it.

No they never made it. They were deported. And so

were my parentsinlaw with their one daughter.

MR. SOKOLSKY What did your you said your

husband was mechanic before the war in Germany

MRS. LEVI Yeah.

MR. SOKOLSKY And what did your father do

MRS. LEVI My father was businessman.

10 MR. SOKOLSKY He owned store

11 MRS. LEVI Yeah. Uhhuh.

12 MR. SOKOLSKY And what type of store

13 MRS. LEVI Dry goods.

14 MR. SOKOLSKY Okay. Were there any laws

15 restricting their way of making living You know was there

16 union established for mechanics that didnt permit Jews or

17 was there store

18 MRS. LEVI Not no. It really was by the

19 time we had to leave Germany that was already.

20 No there was no union. dont remember my husband

21 being in union. But he worked anyway he worked for
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Jewish store at that time already as mechanic. But there

were no restrictions until just shortly before we left. The

restrictions really would say between 1935 and 37 right

in between there. Because before that as Jew you still

could work most everywhere.

MR. SOKOLSKY You could work but you

couldnt there

MRS. LEVI Unions

MR. SOKOLSKY you couldnt go to the movies

10 or to restaurants

11 MRS. LEVI Well after 1937 after the

12 Kristallnacht you you you might have been able could go.

13 To the restaurants you wouldnt go Im sure you wouldnt.

14 mean dont remember anybody. Movies maybe some people

15 still went. We didnt go anymore. mean we really avoided

16 any public place if you didnt have to go because you you

17 never knew whats going to happen to you.

18 The same as would say going now to Eastern

19 Europe or so. mean why would you risk your life in order to

20 go there and you never know what happen to you as Jewish

2. person.
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MR. SOKOLSKY You fathers business was

store so was it situated you said that Frankfurt was not

like the Jewish community was not segregated.

MRS. LEVI No we were not. No.

MR. SOKOLSKY So his customers then were not

necessarily Jewish.

MRS. LEVI No. No no not at all. But he

closed his store up and took it home and he worked from home

already 19 from 1934. From 1934 already he closed his

10 retail business up and worked from home.

11 MR. SOKOLSKY ecause of these restrictions

12 MRS. LEVI Yeah. Because he felt it was

13 easier. But his his the people he sold to most of these

14 were not Jewish people. He worked with his customers were

15 mostly nonJewish people. There was lot of interaction.

16 Thats why say most people were really caught by

17 surprise with all these things going on and and it happened

18 so gradually. It didnt come overnight that there was always

19 little more and little more and little more and by

20 the time you turn around it was already so restricted you

21 didnt even realize how restricted it was.
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MR. SOKOLSKY Did you have any maids or house

cleaners or working for you

MRS. LEVI Well not at that time anymore.

MR. SOKOLSKY You did before and

MRS. LEVI Before yeah.

MR. SOKOLSKY there was restriction that

MRS. LEVI No. No but

MR. SOKOLSKY did not permit

MRS. LEVI you gave this up because you had

10 heard about that they took men to the concentration camp

11 because they say they had gotten into cahoots with the maid

12 and things like this. So most people avoided having maids or

13 if they did they had Jewish Jewish people working for them.

14 Because even if it wasnt true how are you going to

15 prove it You know you could have maid working for you and

16 she said well this man tried to go into bed with me and here

17 you go. And they didnt ask you. They took you right away to

18 concentration camp.

19 So after Hitler got after 1933 you found very few

20 people who had people working for them mean household

21 people working for them who werent Jewish.
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MR. SOKOLSKY Were you and your husband

religious Or were your parents religious

MRS. LEVI My parents were conservative. My

father and we were we went mostly every Friday night to

temple but to the reform temple. But we were still

conservative. My parents had kosher household.

My husband came from much more orthodox family

but he personally was not very orthodox so we didnt keep

kosher household anymore. But we would not eat mean up to

10 now still wouldnt eat pork or anything like this.

II This is something that dont have kosher

12 household but consider myself now conservative too

13 belong to congregation and my as say my parents were

14 fairly orthodox yet. And we kept all the holidays of course.

15 MR. SOKOLSKY But you said that there was

16 plenty of food or not plenty of food but substantial amount

17 of food there was rations and

18 MRS. LEVI In Germany

19 MR. SOKOLSKY Yes in Germany.

20 MRS. LEVI Yeah. We still had enough to eat.

21 mean there were luxury items. Butter was rationed and
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things like this but you had enough bread and you had

potatoes. mean the staples you still had. mean you did

not go hungry. They gave you enough to eat.

MR. SOKOLSKY Did you see any mass Nazi

rallies like you see so many pictures of

MRS. LEVI Well the only Nazi rally which

which we really saw was on the on Iristallnacht when all

these people went through the towns. You know this lighting

the synagogues and throwing the stuff. You did not go and

10 look at that anyway because

11 End of taped material provided.
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Q. Dekolski and am an interviewer with

the Holocaust Media Project. And with me is another

interviewer Jim Miller and we are interviewing

Mrs. Hella Levi of Bailey City who originally was

from Frankfurt Germany. Todays date is March

23rd 1985.

Why dont we begin Mrs. Levi with you

telling us what it was like to grow up in the Jewish

community in Frankfurt before 1933.

10 A. Well was born 1912 in Frankfurt and

11 grew up in Frankfurt. And lived all my life in

12 Frankfurt until 1939 when left Germany.

13 Frankfurt had very beautiful Jewish community

14 which was Orthodox Conservative Reform everything

15 was really there and quite large community and they

16 had beautiful synagogues. And it was fairly

17 comfortable life we lived. And we did not have much

18 of any problems feeling discrimination against us.

19 As far as Im concerned went to Jewish

20 school all the ten years of my young life so

21 wouldnt know firsthand but think most all of the

22 young people were integrated pretty much. And you

23 could feel before 1933 already you could feel
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things coming on because when you went to the

country you already saw banners going through

little towns unanunavintche and that was the

first sign of what Hitler had in mind and what

usually was going on. And lots of these places you

could not go into small cafes or so anymore if you

were Jewish but if you didnt say so you could go

but of course you would not do that.

Q. What percentage of the Frankfurt

10 population was Jewish

11 A. The percentage dont know exactly no

12 but we were about 75000 Jews It was pretty

13 large community. And 1933 when Hitler came into

14 power of course it was patched very much so. Lots

15 of Jewish places had swastikas painted already at

16 that time on their businesses and on houses.

17 Children had very much of problem starting already

18 then going into public schools and schools other

19 than Jewish schools. And think most of the

20 children were moved over to the Jewish schools

21 then. And it got gradually of course it got worse

22 until it build up. We had community like we

23 going swimming we had to find our own swimming
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place on the River Main where only Jews could go

back. And so we were pretty much isolated already

then.

And then of course building up to the

Kristallnacht and this is very vividly in my mind

because got married 1937 and where we lived my

husband and were right behind one of the

synagogues. And the night before the Kristallnacht

we saw people walking around there with little pails

10 strewing things all around there. Of course we

11 didnt know what was going on. They had

12 flashlights. But we heard it and we saw them but

13 we didnt know what it was. So think the whole

14 thing at the same time at the same moment by the

15 clock everything was lit and made up into flames

16 including of course that synagogue where we lived

17 and all the other synagogues too.

18 And then the next day they started

19 breaking into the houses throwing out pillows.

20 They slit open the pillowcases and the feathers

21 flew. And they through all things out of the

22 windows onto the floor furniture and all kinds of

23 things.
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Q. Was this police or just

A. No. This was socalled people uproar

but it was very very organized.

Q. And was there any Jewish resistance

A. Not that know of. Everybody was

afraid. And they were masses of course and we

were not concentrated Jewish population was not

living concentrated in any place. It was all over

the city. But they knew exactly where Jewish people

10 were living for some reason most of them not all

11 of them. And of course the most damage was done in

12 the business community but it also went into the

13 houses.

14 Q. Were there meetings done by people of the

15 Jewish community meeting after this

16 A. No.

17 Q. to determine what could be done or

18 what

19 A. No.

20 Q. about the future

21 A. No. We did absolutely get no information

22 from anything because everything happened very fast.

23 Q. So Im saying afterwards what was
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A. Well there was no as say this was one

day that was that day and the very next day we knew

and heard already from all over that Jewish men were

taken away from their places you know where they

lived. And it happened this all happened and you

could not even get in contact with anybody because

everything happened so fast. By the time the day

was over when the synagogue started burning by the

next day we went to my parents who lived of course

10 also there and while we were at my parents house

11 the Gestapo came and was looking for my father. And

12 since my husband was there also of course they

13 caught him too.

14 Now my parents lived on the third floor

15 of one of those apartment houses and my mother was

16 downstairs. dont remember anymore what she was

17 doing emptying garbage or whatever. And when they

18 came to get these two men said Well can please

19 call my mother And they said No. But went

20 outside any way and called downstairs the stairway

21 to call my mother because didnt want my father to

22 be taken away without my mother being there. And

23 they hit me with their stick. The hit me over the
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shoulder but my mother had heard me anyway and she

came upstairs. So they took my father and my

husband at the same time.

And afterwards my shoulders swelled up

something awful you know. They had to hit me right

here on the shoulder bone. And my mother took me to

doctor not Jewish doctor but regular doctor

because at that time you couldnt choose. You had

at your district certain doctors and most of the

10 Jewish doctors were taken anyway also.

11 Q. Taken away

12 A. Sure. \So the doctor treated me gave me

13 salve or so. And he said he felt very sorry that

14 things like this happened he said but he said

15 Well there is this overzealousness of some of the

16 people and young people you know how they are. So

17 what could you do Nothing of course.

18 So after that no we had no meetings of

19 any sort. We had we had no advice what we could

20 do. All we knew that where the men were taken that

21 we were informed to. And my husband and my father

22 were taken to Bundesbahn. cant remember any more

23 who informed us but we did get that information
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that they were taken to Bundesbahn. And many days

after that you heard in you know next neighbors or

whatever all of sudden you had heard people cry

and loud crying because somebody had knocked on the

door and told them that their husband had been

killed escaping. That was always the reason given

he tried to escape.

Q. Kristallnacht was in 1938

A. 38.

10 Q. Yes.

11 A. Yes.

12 Q. Did you attend synagogue you know from

13 1933 to 1938

14 A. Yes yes.

15 Q. During those years during the rabbis

16 sermon or afterwards were there any discussions

17 A. No.

18 Q. about what to do

19 A. No no.

20 Q. with the Nazis

21 A. No. There was absolute everybody

22 always felt for some reason or other the German

23 Jews were very proGerman very nationalistic all
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of us mean for some reason or other Germany first

and Jewish afterwards. We were very proGerman and

thats the way we cooperate for hundreds of years.

Our families had been there the men had been in the

wars. And it was we felt that this was some

passing fancy. It couldnt be that this all of

sudden that just because you were Jewish that you

didnt count to be German anymore. It was

impossible. If would tell you now they are going

10 to tell you you are not an American we just could

11 not understand it. And of course the older

12 generation even less than the younger generation

13 because as said this was for generations people

14 had lived there.

15 So then we got gradually we got once in

16 while little note from Bundesbahn from my father

17 as well from my husband all preprinted with only

18 few notes of what they wanted. They wanted shirt

19 or something like this or an undershirt or

20 whatever. And we found afterwards out that they

21 never got these things anyway but they wrote for

22 them. And we made package and we mailed it to

23 them.
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Q. It was in their handwriting

A. It was in their that was in their

handwriting so we knew they were alive.

Q. You knew they were alive.

A. Thats the only thing we knew. So this

went on in for there was no not even an intention

for us to see if we could get out of the country

because we felt it was only passing thing. And

only then gradually we found out by other people

10 getting affidavits and other people going to South

11 American Consulate and things like this that people

12 are trying to get out of Germany. And so we started

13 trying that too but unfortunately we did get an

14 affidavit right away for the United States my

15 husband and but they had quota numbers and it was

16 almost impossible to wait. It would have been at

17 least two years.

18 Anyway my father came home after five

19 weeks without doing anything because he had the

20 island cots from the war and he was over 50 so that

21 all these men were dismissed automatically. But

22 when my father came home we knew what was going on

23 because my father who was very goodlooking man
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with beautiful white hair came home of course

bald shaven. Every man was shaven. That we found

out when they came home.

Q. When you say came home you mean after the

war

A. No no no from the concentration camps.

They dismissed him from the concentration camp

without doing anything whatsoever.

Q. This was after period of maybe week or

10 two

11 A. Five weeks five weeks.

12 Q. But your husband was still there

13 A. My husband was still there. And he looked

14 like vagabond like bum. And he said he would

15 have never lived to be if my husband wouldnt have

16 been with him to

17 Q. So that he was able to stay with him

.18 A. Yes seemingly yes he must have stayed

19 with him. He did not want to talk about anything

20 about concentration.

21 Q. Your father

22 A. My father. No way did he want to talk

23 about it because what we found afterwards we found
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out that they were told if they ever talked about

it they would go right back to concentration camp.

And they were so afraid that this would happen that

they wouldnt.

Q. Did you have to wear the yellow Jewish

star

A. Yes.

Q. on your clothing

A. Yes we did. This happened all after the

10 Kristallnacht. After the men were taken we start

11 wearing our passports were taken away and Una was

12 printed into them the word Una. And we had to

13 wear star. And we also had rations at that time

14 because that was already Germany was not in very

15 good shape. This is why people were so much for

16 Hitler because he did an awful lot for unemployment

17 and everything everybody got job. But there were

18 lots of rations already then and of course the

19 Jewish people got less rations and well we made

20 do. mean this was not the worse thing.

21 Q. How did you go about wearing the Jewish

22 badge Would you have to sew it onto your clothing

23 everyday or
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A. No. Well you didnt have that much of

clothing anymore at that time. You sew it usually

on your coat and you did wear your coat and you

had it on that. And you wear in Germany

especially in Frankfurt unless it was hot summer

night you would wear coat all the time.

Q. But if you went into store or something

or restaurant and you put your coat

A. But in restaurant you could not go

10 anymore. Restaurants you did not go anymore. You

11 did go into the stores where you had to buy. You

12 didnt go into restaurants. You didnt go into

13 movies anymore things like this you didnt. mean

14 you just stayed home with your family and friends.

15 There was no way of going out anymore at that time.

16 Q. Was there talk of trying to resist

17 these

18 A. No.

19 laws

20 A. No.

21 Q. What talk was there

22 A. There was no not ever. The only talk was

23 getting out of Germany of course. And the trouble
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was then only after my father was dismissed found

out that my husband would not be dismissed unless we

could leave Germany. In order to get him out of

concentration camp we would have to get out of

Germany he would have to get out of Germany. That

was the condition. Otherwise he would be just

kept. And at that time of course America was out

as said they had quota numbers. And South

America didnt take anybody anymore because people

10 who were smarter than we had already applied and

11 gotten visas or whatever. cant remember anymore

12 what you needed. But you had to go to the

13 consulates to the South American Consulates and

14 they wouldnt take any applications anymore.

15 The only thing left was Shanghai. For

16 shanghai all you needed was ticket for boat and

17 you could go into Shanghai. There was no visa no

18 nothing.

19 Q. Where did you get the boat

20 A. Well the boat tickets were made available

21 for some reason or other. There was an organization

22 at that time like the Joiners now and they had

23 tickets available so and so many tickets mostly
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Italian ships. They left from Italy. dont know

if other people the ones know all came by

Italian ships. And if you could buy these tickets

and you could get ticket for that then you could

leave. So was fortunate enough that could get

ticket for him.

Q. Your father

A. No for ray husband. My father would not

want to leave Germany. He did not believe that this

10 was permanent thing even though my husband

11 wouldnt be dismissed he wouldnt believe it. He

12 just did not believe it. My parents never wanted to

13 go. So got the tickets through very fortunate

14 had friend who was in this particular joint which

15 did the dealing out of the tickets. submitted it

16 to the Gestapo which was always you know when you

17 have to go to these places and you go always with

18 the feeling you never know if you come out of it or

19 not.

20 And submitted it and they told me that

21 would hear and it was three weeks later my

22 husband was dismissed and came home. And now we had

23 one ticket and he refused to go. He said he is not
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going to go if cant go with him because he is not

going to leave me in Germany. And as fate has it

and my life has been lot this of going mean

believe lot in fate that these have happened. And

one mans wife died and could get her ticket so

.6 we had two tickets to go to Shanghai. And in April

1939 we did go to Shanghai. We left for Shanghai

left my parents who didnt want to go. And my

husbands parents were sitting on their lift all

10 packed and ready to go with one of their daughters.

11 All the other children had been already had gone

12 already to Israel. And they were sitting on their

13 lift and were taken to concentration camp and never

14 came out anymore including the daughter. And my

15 parents also after we had left. That was 1942. We

16 found that out of course much much later. We left

17 for Shanghai and lived nine years in Shanghai.

18 Q. How did you get to the boat Did you take

19 train

20 A. Yes we took the train to Genoa to

21 Geneva. And from no that wouldnt be Geneva.

22 Genoa and Geneva the same thing

23 Q. No Genoa is Italy.
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A. Yes Italy.

Q. Italy Genoa.

A. Yes. It has to be harbor.

Q. There was no problem crossing the border

A. No but when we came to the border for

some reason or other they were looking for it was

funny incident which has really nothing to do with

whatever looking for somebody or other they had

me they took me with woman in one of the toilets

10 and had me completely undress including my shoes

11 looked underneath my soles. dont know what they

12 were looking for. And we had two boot plaques to

13 clean shoes. We had this in tubes. And they

14 thought we had put something in those tubes.

15 Anyway they opened these tubes and they put all

16 that stuff out on piece of paper in order to find

17 whatever they were looking for. Up to now we still

18 dont know what happened but we came out alive.

19 We could of course take nothing along but

20 just our two big suitcases with our clothes and

21 Q. Were you restricted as to how much money

22 you could take

23 A. Yes $4 each.
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Q. $4

A. That was all the money.

0. Well the money was in marks

A. No. You would get that in dollars.

0. In dollars

A. You could get four American dollars. That

was our dollar and half already went when we

had to stay overnight in Genoa because the ship

didnt leave. And lots of people slept on the

10 ground somewhere because they didnt want to spent

11 that one dollar and half. But we didnt we

12 stayed in hotel. So we went

13 Q. So essentially you could only take

14 personal clothing and that sort of thing

15 A. We already long before that jewelry was

16 taken. You had to deliver all your jewelry already

17 before that. That was only 1937 think.

iS Was that in what is known as an action

19 Were the notices distributed informing Jews to

20 A. Yes. Thats right to come and submit

21 your jewelry. They gave you for your gold watches

22 they gave you home watches. And for your rings they

23 give you nothing. But watches they gave you home
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watch for your goal watch so you had watch. But

rings and diamonds and all this stuff you had to

submit. And we were so scared at least would say

90 percent of us. Im sure there were some people

who dared to take things but we were so scared that

we turned everything over we had because life was

much more important at that time than anything else

would have been.

Q. Maybe we could just spend minute or two

10 talking about one of these actions. For example

11 note how were you informed Was is on notice

12 A. They were on the post office they always

13 had everything. You had to watch. You had to go to

14 the post office and there were always notes posted

15 whatever you had to do. The men had to do this and

16 the women had to do that. And you have to do this

17 and you have to come there. And they were also

18 districts district because dont forget they are

19 already preparing for war. All this was already

20 organized for war also. All these things were

21 district already. There was warden for every

22 district.

23 Q. How much time for example were you given
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before you had to submit the jewelry Was it like

oneday notice or week

A. Yes well either you couldnt but

probably dont remember anymore how it was

organized but they did it probably by district

assume because they probably didnt have all their

personnel to do it. But only remember that you

had to come to certain dont even know now

where it was anymore.

10 Q. Was it inside building or was it out

11 A. Inside building no flO inside

12 building and that you had to submit it and then

13 they gave you even receipt for it. They were very

14 prompt when this is concerned the Germans.

15 Q. Was there like line of people waiting

16 A. Yes oh yes of course.

17 Q. What were the discussions like in line

18 A. None.

19 Q. You didnt talk to each other

20 A. No discussions.

21 Q. And what was the reasoning given for this

22 action

23 A. That was for they needed this for war
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purposes to build up their their whatever they

needed weapons and things like this you know.

Gold and silver and everything this was to build up

weaponry and buy weaponry. And we were very of

course then we knew already that it was taken from

us not from the others. We heard that. You see

where we lived in house we were the only Jewish

people my husband and in this particular house.

And the people there of course they didnt dare to

10 say against anything not against Hitler or

11 anything. But they knew lot what was going on.

12 Not that the concentration camps Im not so sure

13 if they really knew about that. found out

14 afterwards that lot of them they knew they thought

15 they were work camps were people were taken to work

16 camps.

17 And the women were by far worse than the

18 men. mean they went when the men were taken by

19 the train and they were all taken by train and

20 when my husband left was notified and went

21 there and saw these women you know shouting at

22 them Jew and somebody they had never seen in their

23 life and they had never done anything to them. They
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were hysterical about it. So after that nobody ever

went anymore. If you saw that once you just

couldnt couldnt make it you just couldnt it

was something that was you would never ever forget

again.

And the same as before my husband came

home they didnt tell me when he was coming home.

They said only in about three weeks. And then you

are sitting for one night and they always came home

10 by night never in daytime always at night.

11 Q. Why was that

12 A. dont know. But they were always

13 dismissed so they came home at night around midnight

14 or something like that.

15 Q. Oh that late

16 A. So you were sitting and waiting hoping

17 that tonight is the night. And then he didnt come

18 and then you waited another night. And you never

19 knew. There was nothing for sure. They never told

20 you He is coming home today or tomorrow or

21 whatever. They kept you in suspense all the time.

22 mean they were very cruel as cruel as you

23 possibly can be. These Gestapo people really
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enjoyed their work doing what they did. There was

no doubt about that.

Q. What were some of the other items that

were confiscated in these actions Were there furs

A. Furs mainly but mainly silver and gold.

Q. And

A. Like we were allowed we had some crystal

things and when we left you could pack if you had

big enough trunk or whatever you could take that

10 along. They didnt they didnt take that away from

11 you. But what happened also you had it packed and

12 you had it packed very well and then they opened it

13 to inspect that you didnt take anything wrong

14 along. And by that time then when you could close

15 it again it didnt give you enough time to rewrap

16 it again so when we arrived in China all that stuff

17 was broken.

18 Q. Did any people that you know of rather

19 than give the Gestapo their jewelry

20 A. Yes yes.

21 Q. they would throw it away

22 A. No. know as said Im sure there

I. 23 were some because know some who took chance
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and
Kept it

A. kept it yes. mean they didnt keep

it openly. As far as know there were some

people they opened the top of their suitcase you

know the handle and they put it in there and sawed

it closed again things like this. mean they

doublebottom suitcases they were found out pretty

fast. It is the same as it is here with smuggling

10 something and so. And these people if they found

11 you that was the end of you you were never heard

12 of. That was the end of course.

13 So do you want to know about Shanghai

14 too You probably have heard it from other people

15 about Shanghai lot.

16 Q. No. Why dont you mention that

17 A. Well we arrived

18 Q. First of all how long was the cruise

19 How long did it take to get there

20 A. It took us four full weeks.

21 Q. Four weeks. And what were the

22 circumstances like on the ship How were the

23 conditions
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A. The conditions on the ship were fine. It

was regular private it was not tow transport.

It was regular boat.

Q. Were the passengers all Jewish

A. The passengers were all Jewish. And you

were put whatever first class second class it

didnt make any difference. The food was

reasonable. dont know how they did with people

who were Orthodox and have no idea because

10 certainly it wasnt Orthodox but guess they made

11 due or whatever. And we made the trip around the

12 world actually because we went through all these

13 countries Hong Kong Suez Canal and India. Not

14 all of them were Jewish come to think of it. There

15 were some other passengers because there was

16 couple with two children nonJewish who got off in

17 Bombay remember now. So there must have been

18 some nonJewish people on the boat too. But it was

19 it could have been pleasant trip if you wouldnt

20 have been so upset and nervous of course.

21 Q. And what were people talking about on the

22 trip

23 A. Well at that time we talked about
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Q. Nervous about

A. worrying about the ones we had left

behind. And most of them had at least would say

99 percent had somebody left behind and people even

in concentration camps yet and sure you were

worried about. Thats why you had it would have

been beautiful trip but we had nothing out of it

absolutely nothing. And people at Jewish

communities like in Bombay they came to the ship

10 and brought clothes and things like this.

11 Now we left all with fairly good stuff.

12 mean we were all uppermiddle class or middle

13 class at least. And dont know whoever got these

14 clothes stuff like this but there must have been

15 people on the boat guess who needed it. really

16 dont know. But the ones who traveled with us and

17 the ones we got acquainted with they were all

18 pretty mean in pretty good shape. Of course we

19 had nothing to take along no money.

20 Q. You said that this was in April

21 A. That was in April. On Pasack we were we

22 went through the Red Sea.

23 Q. Really. That must have been exciting.
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A. It was exciting really. Of course there

was no Pasa. We could not we had nothing

No matzo.

A. to keep it. No. There was no

provision for that.

Q. So there was no Seder

A. So there was no Seder no. We had nothing

of that. And then while we were going the war

broke out between Germany and Poland.

10 Q. That was in what September

11 A. Well mean there were starting. No we

12 left in April.

13 Q. Yes.

14 A. And we arrived in April. We left in

15 March.

16 Q. see. Well what was the Jewish

17 community like in Shanghai

18 A. Shanghai was at that time already under

19 Japanese occupation. And the district where they

20 took us was completely bombed out. And when we

21 arrived with the ship we were loaded onto truck

22 standing up. And when we drove through these

23 places you know all bombed out houses and
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everything coming from place like this it was

just horrible of course. And where we stayed these

were all schools which were built up by people who

came already previously and they were built up and

we were its it was socalled camp. The

schools we were think in the biggest camp. We

were about 600 people. And they had smaller ones.

There were most of the people lived about

10 to 12 in one room couple 10 to 12 couples in

10 one room. These were all islands beds bunk beds.

11 And the men slept upstairs and men downstairs.

12 There were no privacy. All the privacy they had was

13 sheet around their beds. This was all the privacy

14 there was there. Cooking was on Chinese on

15 charcoal stoves. But we were kept alive lets say

16 this way by the American joint because they

17 supplied us with food. The food wasnt good but

18 mean it was enough to survive from.

19 And we built up really for some reason or

20 another we built up our own community and people

21 starting having little stores where they sold to

22 others. And you worked for the joint and you got

23 very small amount of money for it. You worked
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either my husband was mechanic and he worked

from he repaired these beds and repaired all kinds

of things and other things. And started working

and my profession is kindergarten teacher was in

Germany already. And Mr. Komore as party Jew

erected beautiful childrens home in Shanghai and

kindergarten really beautiful all modern

facilities. And was for while was in charge

of it. First worked for it and then was in

10 charge of it until it was given up after while.

11 But it was there for many years. We were as

12 said we survived. The food was

13 Q. Did you stay in these rooms where you

14 described all these people for the whole time you

15 were in Shanghai

16 A. Most of the people had to. We were lucky

17 because as said my husband was mechanic. He

18 worked for the joint and he found room which was

19 originally kind of dont know like closet or

20 whatever it was. It was just about as big as this

21 square here is. But you could close the door behind

22 you. And he found an island bed which he put in it

23 and so we had our own private room which was one of
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the biggest privileges there was of course you can

imagine.

There was running water and we our

particular camp also had toilets which most of the

time didnt work so because Shanghai had no

canalization as such. The Chinese had no

canalization. They had these whatsyoumacallit

big basins which were picked up every day and

emptied. And most of the other places had the same

10 things like you have in like you had in the

11 country you know it was. And you couldnt drink

12 any water. The water had to be boiled. Couldnt

13 drink eat any salad anything like this. And of

14 course people died by the hundreds from malnutrition

15 as well as from cholera typhoid dysenteria and

16 Q. Did you interact with the Chinese people

17 A. little. We interacted in as far as we

18 had to go and buy something once in while. And

19 the Chinese very fast learned pidgin English. But

20 we most of us never learned to talk Chinese.

21 Q. Were you restricted to this camp

22 A. Yes not to this camp but to the area in

23 Hong Kong. Hong Kong was an area. Now it wasnt
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Japanese occupation and they had soldiers standing

up. You could not leave this particular area. And

there was Japanese guy Goya he called himself

the God of the Jews. And he was little tiny

little guy and he was he was just terrible. mean

you could not leave you couldnt do anything you

were restricted with everything. Just made the most

out of it. We built our own community. We had our

own synagogue. mean not built kept our own

10 synagogue. We had our own everything like

11 community. And it was fine. We had watch people

12 who watched the camps and we had people working as

13 said like my husband did. And little by little

14 they built up little community. There were little

15 cafe houses. And people who had bakery before

16 they started baking if they could. And they sold

17 secondhand things. And mean it was community.

18 It was workable community.

19 Q. Did you know while you were there how long

20 you would be there

21 A. No.

22 Q. What were your thoughts about the future

23 A. We knew nothing. The only thing we knew
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that we were alive. And of course as said

people died and its frightening of course. But

nevertheless people were born babies were born.

They grew up and they were beautiful. And my

husband and we felt it wasnt the right time to

have children in Shanghai because we had nothing

not enough to eat ourselves. But the children grew

up pretty healthy and of course the children had

special food anyway. The best food went to the

10 children which it wasnt more than fair. And the

11 cooking lots of our children they lived on

12 potatoes and carrots for many many days in row.

13 Thats all we could give them. But its amazing

14 what human body can stand without really having

15 too much damage done unless you get sick.

16 Q. You were permitted to take out from

17 Germany the prayer books and policies

18 A. Yes this you could take yes. And they

19 were taking lot of it was taken because there was

20 all the services you could have. And we had most

21 of the camps each camp had its own services you

22 know in it and they had school. We had an

23 excellent school high school and grade school.
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Q. What do you remember about hearing that

the war was over

A. Well during the war we laughed at when

the American bombers came over in the beginning

because they came always at the same time and we

stood outside and watched the B12s coming over.

But at one time either they made mistake or they

were looking for something and bombs fell in our

community and killed quite few people in our

10 community. And ever since of course nobody was

11 happy anymore. remember very well when the war

12 was over.

13 Q. Well the war in Europe or the war in

14 Japan

15 A. The war in well no first of all

16 lets see that was the war in Europe.

17 Q. That was over in May.

18 A. That was over in May.

19 Q. And the other one was over in August.

20 A. In August. And only remember we were

21 right in our room and we were asleep and all of

22 sudden people had radios and listened to overseas

23 some of them had.
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Q. You were able to sort of follow the

progressions through the war

A. Yes.

Q. by radio

A. Oh yes. We had we had our own little

newspaper. We could do what we wanted in our

community inside there was no restriction as far

as that was concerned. There was nothing kept from

us in any way. And we heard afterwards also

10 dont know if this is rea.ly think it is true

11 that Japanese emperor wouldnt allowed Hitler to

12 because he wanted to put us into gas chambers too

13 but that Japanese emperor did not allow that. He

14 would not go along with that. So maybe it saved our

15 lives. But remember we were already in bed and

16 all of sudden we heard loud noise outside.

17 Everybody the war is over the war is over and

18 that was it.

19 And then of course it got better. We got

20 G.I. rations and our food got better. And that

21 helped lot after that. Then of course people

22 starting to get affidavits from not only did we get

23 affidavits but also the people who didnt have an
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affidavit they got mass affidavits and they could

go either to Israel or to the United States and

actually everybody left or to South America.

Q. When did you hook up with your father

When did your father leave Germany

A. My parents never left Germany.

Q. Oh they did not leave Germany.

A. No. They perished. In 1942 they were

deported. When the war was over wrote to

10 Arronson where all the papers are kept. And this

11 was the most amazing thing about the Germans they

12 were thats what broke their necks because they had

13 all these inaudible and they were all there. They

14 showed exactly what happened. And they had the

15 deporting date and everything on it. No they never

16 made it. They were deported and so were my

17 parentsinlaw with their one daughter.

18 Q. What did your you said your husband was

19 mechanic before the war in Germany

20 A. Yes.

21 Q. What did your father do

22 A. My father was businessman.

23 Q. He owned store
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A. Yes uh hum.

Q. What type of store

A. Dry goods.

Q. Okay thats fine. Were there any laws

you know restricting their way of making living

Was there union established for mechanics that

didnt permit Jews or was

A. Not no. It really was by the time that

we had to leave Germany there was no union.

10 dont remember my husband being in union. But he

11 worked anyway he worked for Jewish store at that

12 time already as mechanic. But there were no

13 restrictions until just shortly before we left. The

14 restrictions came really would say between 1935

15 and 37 right in between there because before that

16 as Jew you still could work most everywhere.

17 Q. You could work but you couldnt go to the

18 movies or to restaurants

19 A. Well after 1937 after the Kristallnacht

20 you might be able to go to the restaurants you

21 wouldnt go Im sure. dont remember anybody.

22 Movies maybe some people still went. We didnt go

23 anymore and we really avoided any public places if
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we didnt have to go because you never knew what was

going to happen to you. And thats the same as

would say going out of Eastern Europe or so why

would you risk your life in order to go there And

you never know what happened to Jewish persons

Your fathers business was store so was

it situated you said that Frankfurt was not on

like you said the Jewish community was not

segregated

10 A. No.

11 Q. so his customers then were not

12 restricted to Jews

13 A. No no not at all. But he closed his

14 store up and took it home and he worked from home

15 already from 1934 from 1934 already. He closed his

16 retail business up and worked from home.

17 Q. Because of these restrictions

18 A. Yes because he felt it was easier. But

19 the people he sold to most of these were not Jewish

20 people. He worked with his customers were mostly

21 nonJewish people. There was lot of interaction

22 thats why said most people were really caught by

23 surprise with all these things going on. And it
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happened so casually. It didnt come overnight.

But there was always little more and little more

and little more and by the time you turned

around it was already so restricted you didnt even

realize how restricted it was.

Q. Did you have any maids or housecleaners

working for you

A. Well not at that time anymore.

Q. You did before

10 A. Before yes.

11 Q. And there was restrictions that

12 A. No no but you gave this up because you

13 had heard about that they took men to the

14 concentration camp because they say they had gotten

15 into cahoots with the maid and things like this. So

16 most people avoided having maid or if they did

17 they had Jewish people working for them because even

18 if it wasnt true how are you going to prove it

19 You know you could have maid working for you and

20 she said Well this man tried to go into bed with

21 me. And here you go. They didnt ask you they

22 took you right away to concentration camp.

23 So after Hitler got after 1933 you found
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very few people who had people working for them

mean household people working for them who werent

Jewish.

Q. Were you and your husband religious or

were your parents religious

A. My parents were conservative. My father

and we went mostly every Friday night to temple

but to the Reformed temple. But we were still

conservative. My parents had Kosher household.

10 My husband came from much more Orthodox family

11 but he personally was not very Orthodox so we

12 didnt keep Kosher household anymore. But we

13 would not eat mean up to now still wouldnt eat

14 pork or anything like this or something. dont

15 have Kosher household but consider myself now

16 conservative too. belong to congregation And

17 as said my parents were fairly Orthodox yet. And

18 we kept all the holidays of course.

19 Q. But you said that there was plenty of

20 food well not plenty of food but substantial

21 amount of food there was rations and

22 A. In Germany

23 Q. Yes in Germany.
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A. Yes. We still had enough to eat. mean

there were luxury items butter was rationed and

things like this but you had enough bread and you

had potatoes. mean the staples you still had.

You did not go hungry. They gave you enough to eat.

Q. Did you see any mass Nazi rallies you

know like that we see so many pictures of

A. The only Nazi rally which we really saw

was on Kristallnacht when all these people went

10 through the towns you know lighting the synagogues

11 and throwing these things up. You did not go look

12 at that anyway
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